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ABSTRACT
With a code injection attack (CIA) an attacker can introduce malicious code into a
computer program or system that fails to properly encode data that comes from an
untrusted source. A CIA can have different forms depending on the execution context
of the application and the location of the programming flaw that leads to the attack.
Currently, CIAs are considered one of the most damaging classes of application attacks
since they can severely affect an organisation’s infrastructure and cause financial and
reputational damage to it. In this paper we examine and categorize the countermeasures
developed to detect the various attack forms. In particular, we identify two distinct
categories. The first incorporates static program analysis tools used to eliminate flaws
that can lead to such attacks during the development of the system. The second involves
the use of dynamic detection safeguards that prevent code injection attacks while the
system is in production mode. Our analysis is based on nonfunctional characteristics
that are considered critical when creating security mechanisms. Such characteristics
involve usability, overhead, implementation dependencies, false positives and false
negatives. Our categorization and analysis can help both researchers and practitioners
either to develop novel approaches, or use the appropriate mechanisms according to
their needs.
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INTRODUCTION AND COVERED AREA
Security vulnerabilities derive from a small number of programming flaws that lead to
security breaches (Wurster & Van Oorschot, 2008; Viega & McGraw, 2001). One common
mistake that developers make concerns user input, assuming, for example, that only word
characters will be entered by the user, or that the user input will never exceed a certain
length (Mitropoulos et al., 2011). Developers may assume, correctly, that a high-level
language in an application will protect them against threats like buffer overflows (Keromytis,
2011). Developers may also assume, incorrectly, that user input is not a security issue any
more. Such an assumpion can lead to the processing of invalid data that an attacker can
introduce into a program and cause it to execute malicious code. This kind of exploit is
known as a code injection attack (CIA) (Ray & Ligatti, 2012; Mitropoulos et al., 2011).
Code injection attacks have been topping the vulnerability lists of numerous
bulletin providers for several years. (http://www.sans.org/top-cyber-security-risks/,
http://cwe.mitre.org/top25/) Consider the Open Web Application Security Project
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(https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_Top_Ten_Project) (OWASP)
Top Ten project which represents a broad consensus about what the most critical web
application security flaws are, and is referenced by Payment Card Industry Security
Standards Council (https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/security_standards/) (PCI DSS),
Defense Information Systems Agency (www.disa.mil/) (DISA) and numerous researchers.
In its three consecutive Top Ten lists (2007, 2010, 2013), different classes of code injection
are included in the top five positions.
Over several years of efforts, a large body of knowledge has been assembled regarding
code injection attacks consisting of countermeasures, novel ways of attacking, and others.
In this paper we first identify the basic categories of CIAs (‘Code Injection Attacks’). Then,
we analyze the basic approaches used to counter such attacks, and the mechanisms
that implement them (‘Countermeasures’). Specifically, there are two categories of
countermeasures that can be used by developers to: (a) identify and eliminate the
vulnerabilities that the system contains during the development process, (b) guard the
system against code injection attacks while it is in production mode. Then, we highlight the
positive and negative aspects of each countermeasure and finally we evaluate them based
on the following requirements (see ‘Analysis and Discussion’):
• Flexibility: We check if an approach can be adjusted in order to detect different code
injection attack categories.
• Effectiveness Tests: As long as we examine security mechanisms that detect either
attacks or defects, we want to see if researchers have measured the effectiveness of their
proposed mechanisms in terms of false positive and negative rates.
• Implementation independence: We check if the mechanisms depend either on the
characteristics of the programming language that was used to develop them or on the
implementation details of the protecting entity.
• Computational Overhead: Finally, we examine if a mechanisms imposes a cost due to
its use, as it may introduce an amount of extra computation on an application.
All the aforementioned requirements are considered critical when building security
mechanisms (Anderson, 2001; Romero-Mariona et al., 2009; Mellado, Fernández-Medina &
Piattini, 2010; Halfond, Viegas & Orso, 2006). Finally, we discuss some emerging challenges
for future research on the field (‘Emerging Challenges’), and provide some general
observations together with some concluding remarks (‘Conclusions’).
There is already a survey on mitigating software vulnerabilities in general (Shahriar
& Zulkernine, 2012). The scope of that research is very broad and leaves out many
approaches and mechanisms that we report here. Also, countermeasures that prevent
two subcategories, namely: binary code injection (Younan, Joosen & Piessens, 2012) and
SQL injection (Halfond, Viegas & Orso, 2006) in particular, have already been surveyed.
The body of work done on the field though, exceeds the boundaries of this research too.
Furthermore, in the latter case (Halfond, Viegas & Orso, 2006), the survey is quite old and
since then the number of countermeasures that detect SQL injection attacks alone, has
doubled. Finally, the authors of this survey do not take false positives and false negatives
into account in their research.
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CODE INJECTION ATTACKS
Code injection is a technique to introduce malicious code into a computer program
by taking advantage of unchecked or wrong assumptions the program makes about
its inputs (Mitropoulos et al., 2011). Bratus et al. (2011) portray the issue in a generic
fashion: ‘‘unexpected (and unexpectedly powerful) computational models inside targeted
systems, which turn a part of the target into a so-called ‘‘weird machine’’ programmable by
the attacker via crafted inputs (a.k.a. ‘‘exploits’’)’’. An example of the above definition is
the following: The code fragment below, defines the operation of addition in the Scheme
programming language (Abelson & Sussman, 1996; Dybvig, 2009):
( d e f i n e ( add x y ) (+ x y ) )
Consider the case where instead of a number, a function that leads to an endless loop
is passed as an argument by the user. This will cause the interpreter to enter an endless
loop and lead to a denial of service. The intuition here is that ‘‘every application that copies
untrusted input verbatim into an output program is vulnerable to code injection attacks’’. Ray
& Ligatti (2012) actually proved the above claim based on formal language theory.
Code injection attacks are one of the most critical class of attacks (Francillon &
Castelluccia, 2008; Su & Wassermann, 2006; Baca, Carlsson & Lundberg, 2008) due to the
following reasons:
• They can occur in different layers, such as databases, libraries, native code and the
browser.
• They span a wide range of security issues, such as viewing sensitive information, editing
of personal data, or even stopping the execution of a system.
Figure 1 presents a categorization of CIAs divided into two categories. The first involves
binary code and the second source code. We illustrate the attack categories and subcategories
that have been analyzed in other research papers, in grey color. JavaScript injection has lately
become a prominent subcategory, hence we provide some basic examples in Appendix.
Binary Code Injection Attacks: Such attacks involve the insertion of binary code into an
application to alter its execution flow and execute malicious compiled code. This category
involves buffer-overflow attacks (Cowan et al., 1998; Keromytis, 2011; Szekeres et al., 2013),
a staple of security problems. These attacks may occur when the bounds of memory areas
are not checked, and access beyond these bounds is possible by the program. Based on
this, malicious users can inject additional data overwriting the existing data of adjacent
memory. From there they can take control over a program or crash it. Another attack vector
involves format string vulnerabilities. The basis of this defect is the unexpected behaviour
of functions with variable arguments. Typically, a function that handles a number of
arguments has to read them from the stack. If we specify a format string that will make
printf expect two integers on the stack, and we provide only one parameter, the second
one will have to be something else on the stack. If attackers have control over the format
string, then they could eiter read from or write to arbitrary memory addresses. C and C++
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Figure 1 A categorization of code injection attacks. The subcategories that have been extensively analyzed in other research papers (Lhee & Chapin, 2003; Pincus & Baker, 2004) can be seen in grey colour.
Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerjcs.136/fig-1

are two programming languages vulnerable to this kind of attacks since corresponding
implementations lack a protection scheme against overwriting data in any part of the
memory (Mitropoulos et al., 2011).
There are two research papers that present various techniques that belong to this category.
In particular, an extensive survey on binary code injection attacks can be found in reference
(Lhee & Chapin, 2003). Furthermore, specific advances in exploiting such vulnerabilities
(i.e., heap smashing, arc injection and others) have been presented in reference (Pincus &
Baker, 2004). Finally, the countermeasures used to detect such defects have already been
surveyed (Younan, Joosen & Piessens, 2012) (many of them are also included in a book:
Das, Kant & Zhang, 2012—Section 13.8). Nevertheless, we include some of them in this
survey because they prompted the development of some sophisticated countermeasures.
Source Code Injection Attacks: Code injection also includes the use of source code,
either of a Domain Specific Language (DSL) or a Dynamic Language. Note that binary code
injection attacks can only occur when the target system is implemented in languages lacking
array bounds checking, like C and C++. Contrariwise, source code-driven injection attacks
can target applications written in various programming languages with different features
and characteristics.
Code injection attacks that involve DSLs are critical, as DSLs like SQL and XML play an
important role in the development of web applications. For instance, many web applications
have interfaces through which web users enter input to interact with the application’s data.
In this way, they interact with the underlying RDBMS (Relational Database Management
System). Typically, this input can become part of an SQL statement and then gets executed
on the corresponding RDBMS. An attack that exploits the defects of these interfaces by
taking advantage of input validation issues (e.g., inefficient type handling), is called an ‘‘SQL
injection attack’’ (CERT, 2002; Mitropoulos & Spinellis, 2009). The various techniques used
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Figure 2 The basic categories of code injection attack countermeasures.
Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerjcs.136/fig-2

to perform such attacks have can be found in reference (Halfond, Viegas & Orso, 2006).
Instructive examples can be also found in reference (Su & Wassermann, 2006). By using
very similar techniques to the ones presented in the aforementioned references, attackers
can perform other exploits based on DSLs, like XML (Mattos, Santin & Malucelli, 2013)
and XPath (Su & Wassermann, 2006; Cannings, Dwivedi & Lackey, 2007; Mitropoulos,
Karakoidas & Spinellis, 2009).
A critical class of code injection attacks involve dynamic languages such as Python,
Perl, JavaScript, and PHP (Seixas et al., 2009; Egele et al., 2009; Son, McKinley & Shmatikov,
2013). In particular, JavaScript injection attacks comprise a wide subset of dynamic
language-driven attacks. Such attacks are manifested when an application accepts and
redisplays data of unknown origin without appropriate validation and filtering. Based on
this vulnerability, a malicious user can manage to inject a script in the JavaScript engine
of a browser and alter its execution flow (Erlingsson, Livshits & Xie, 2007). JavaScript
injection attacks are considered as a crucial issue in application security because they are
associated with major vulnerabilities such as: XSS attacks (Sivakumar & Garg, 2007) and
XCS (Cross-Channel Scripting) attacks (Wang, 2010; Bojinov, Bursztein & Boneh, 2009).
As we mentioned earlier, typical examples of JavaScript injection attacks can be found on
the Appendix of this paper—A.

COUNTERMEASURES
Two different basic methods are used to deal with the code injection problem (see Fig. 2):
• Static Analysis involves the inspection of either source or binary code to find software
bugs that could lead to a code injection attack without actually executing the program.
• Dynamic Detection observes the behavior of a running system in order to detect and
prevent a code injection attack.
In the first case, programmers try to eliminate software vulnerabilities while applications
are created (also known as the build-in security (McGraw, 2006) concept). The second
concept involves the development of methods and tools that secure systems after their
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deployment. There are numerous approaches that belong to each of these two basic
methods and for each approach Fig. 2, provides the corresponding bibliography.

Static analysis
The main concept behind static analysis is to identify security vulnerabilities during
the development process. Currently, there are many software development processes
that include static analysis tools for security as their integral parts (Brown & Paller, 2008;
Gregoire et al., 2007; Fagan, 1999). From the usage of utilities like grep to complex methods,
static analysis has been an evolving approach to detect software vulnerabilities (Chess &
West, 2007).
Initially, the most straightforward approach is the adoption of secure coding practices
(Howard & LeBlanc, 2003; Viega & McGraw, 2001; McGraw, 2006). For example, to prevent
an SQL injection attack, developers can use specific features provided by the language they
use (e.g., Java’s PreparedStatement object). Nevertheless, this does not usually happen, as
developers may not be aware of them, or time schedules may be tight, encouraging sloppy
practices instead.

Simple pattern matching
During a manual code review it is easy to look for functions associated with code injection
defects. Using existing tools available in almost every operating system, security auditors
can search through a set of files for an arbitrary text pattern. These patterns are commonly
specified through a regular expression. Accompanied by a well organized list of patterns,
the auditor can quickly identify locations at which a program might face security problems.
If auditors choose to use utilities like grep and qgrep though, they must check for every
vulnerability manually. Apart from this, they must have an expert knowledge because there
are many different kinds of such defects. Furthermore, the analysis these utilities perform is
naive. For example there is no distinction between a vulnerable function call, a comment,
and an unrelated identifier. Hence, a higher prevalence of false positives should be expected
(Chess & McGraw, 2004). Finally the output can be disorganized and overwhelming. The
distinct disadvantages of pattern scanning and the continuous emergence of new defects
were some of the main reasons that led to more sophisticated approaches.
Lexical analysis
Lexical analysis is one of the first approaches used for detecting security defects. This is
because it is simple and easy to use. Lexical analysis is based upon formal language theory
and finite state automata (Aho et al., 2006). As a term, it is mostly used to describe the first
phase of the compilation process. However, there is no difference between this phase and
the method that we describe here (McGraw, 2008). The two differ only in the manipulation
of their outcome.
There are three phases that can be distinguished here, namely: scanning, tokenizing
and matching (Kantorovitz, 2004). In the first two phases possible character sequences are
recognized, classified and transformed into various tokens. Then the resulting sequences
are associated with security vulnerabilities. Specifically, there are lists that contain entries
of vulnerable constructs used during the matching phase. After a successful match an
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alert message warns auditors, describing the vulnerability and providing them with
alternative usages.
The lexical analysis approach is implemented by security utilities such as BOON
(Wagner et al., 2000), PScan (Johnson, 2006; Heffley & Meunier, 2004; Chen & Wagner,
2007), ITS4 (Viega et al., 2002; Viega et al., 2000; Wilander & Kamkar, 2002), Flawfinder
(http://www.dwheeler.com/flawfinder/) (Wilander & Kamkar, 2002) and RATS (http:
//www.security-database.com/toolswatch/RATS-v2-3-Rough-Auditing-Tool-for.html)
(Kong et al., 2007; Chess & McGraw, 2004; Wilander & Kamkar, 2002). For the most part,
these tools scan source code pointing out unsafe calls of string-handling functions that
could lead to a CIA. Then, they provide a list of possible threats ranked by risk level. This
level is usually specified by checking the arguments of such functions. The vulnerability
lists are simply constructed making the addition, removal, and modification of an entry
quite easy. All the aforementioned tools scan C and C++. This exclusiveness lies on the fact
that C and its standard libraries are very susceptible to binary code injection attacks as we
mentioned in ‘Code Injection Attacks’.
Lexical analysis can be flexible, straightforward and extremely fast. With one or more
non-processed files as input, and simple descriptions as output, developers can quickly
check their code for vulnerabilities. Also they can easily update and edit their vulnerability
library with new possible threats due to its simplistic nature. Although superior to manual
pattern matching, this approach has no knowledge of the code’s semantics or how data
circulates throughout a program. As a result there are several false positive and negative
reports (Chess & West, 2007; Cowan, 2003). Note though, that lexical analysis utilities
helped the gathering and depiction of a tentative set of security rules in one place for the
first time (McGraw, 2008).

Data-flow analysis
Data-flow analysis is another compiler-associated approach used to discover software
defects. It is more sophisticated and more appropriate for a comprehensive code review
than lexical analysis.
Data-flow analysis can be described as a process that gathers details that concern the
definition and dependencies of data within a program without executing it (Moonen, 1997;
Fosdick & Osterweil, 1976). In addition, data-flow analysis algorithms can document all
sequences of specific types of events which might occur in a program execution. The key
insight of this approach is a Control-Flow Graph (CFG). Based on the program’s CFG, this
method examines how data moves throughout a program by representing all its possible
execution paths (Chess & West, 2007; Cahoon & McKinley, 2001). By traversing the CFG of
a program, data-flow analysis can determine where values are generated and where they
are used. Hence this approach can be used to describe safety properties that are based on
the flow of information (Abi-Antoun, Wang & Torr, 2007).
As an example: it is very likely that the CFG of a program with an SQL injection defect,
will include a data-flow path from an input function to a vulnerable operation. For instance,
in the following code fragment, user input reaches a method that interacts with a database
without any prior validation:
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uName = r e q u e s t . g e t P a r a m e t e r ( " usernam e " ) ;
S t r i n g query = null ;
i f ( uName ! = n u l l ) {
q u e r y = " SELECT ∗ " +
"FROM t a b l e WHERE uname = ’ " +uName+ " ’ " ;
r s = stmt . executeQuery ( query ) ;
} else {
...
}
As a result, the danger of an SQL injection attack is prominent. As it is already clear
from the aforementioned example, data-flow analysis is tailored to localize code injection
vulnerabilities since it can be applied to associate the unchecked input with the execution of
the query and issue a notification. This is why there are numerous adaptations that detect
SQL injection defects, cross-site scripting vulnerabilities, buffer overflows and others. In
addition, most of the creators of such frameworks, claim that with minor changes, their
prototypes can be equally applied to also detect other kinds of such defects.
Contrary to lexical analysis, to counter such anomalies, a data-flow analysis mechanism
needs more than a vulnerability library that connects coding constructs with software
defects. Furthermore, a rule-pack containing specific control flow rules and ad-hoc checkers
that run upon the CFG are required. The most common rules used in this method, are the
source, the pass-through and the sink rules (Chess & West, 2007). A source rule denotes the
starting point of a possible hazard while a sink rule depicts the coding construct where the
hazard takes place. In the aforementioned example, a source rule will apply for the first
line where input can come from a malicious user. The sink rule on the other hand will
refer to the fifth line where attacked-controlled data can reach the database. The pass rule
indicates the code that exists between the above two and carries the possibly corrupted
data. For the most part, these rules are maintained in external files that use a specific format
to describe them.
Livshits & Lam (2005) based their work in the functionality presented above to detect
possible SQL and JavaScript injection defects in Java applications. Nagy & Mancoridis
(2009) have proposed a number of checkers that locate buffer overflow and format
string defects. The idea behind their proposal is to mark all the user-input-related
parts of the source code. These checkers are implemented as plug-ins to the CodeSurfer
(http://www.grammatech.com/research/technologies/codesurfer) tool (Anderson & Zarins,
2005), a commercial tool that performs data-flow analysis on C/C++ programs. Another
two indicative tools used to detect injection anomalies are Pixy (Jovanovic, Kruegel & Kirda,
2006) and XSSdetect (https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/ace_team/2007/10/22/xssdetectpublic-beta-now-available/). Both of these tools detect cross-site scripting vulnerabilities
in web applications. The latter, released by Microsoft, runs as a Visual Studio plug-in and
analyzes .NET IL (Intermediate Language) which is read directly from the compiled binaries.
Pixy on the other hand, is a standalone open source tool, that examines PHP scripts. In
many cases, rules can appear directly in the code of the program in the form of annotations.
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A tool that considers control flow graphs and uses annotations at the same time to find
buffer overflows and memory leaks is Splint (Evans & Larochelle, 2002). FindBugs (Ayewah
& Pugh, 2010; Hovemeyer & Pugh, 2007; Spacco, Hovemeyer & Pugh, 2006) is also a static
analyzer based on data-flow analysis. Dahse & Holz (2014) have proposed a refined type
of data-flow analysis to detect second-order vulnerabilities. Notably, such vulnerabilities
occur when an attack payload is first stored by the application on the web server and then
later on used in a security-critical operation.
As a more sophisticated approach than lexical analysis, data-flow analysis exhibits fewer
false positives and negatives than the former. For example, many buffer overflows are not
exploitable because the attacker cannot handle the data that overflows the buffer. By using
this method, an auditor can in fact distinguish exploitable from non-exploitable buffer
overflows. The advantage of data flow static analysis is that it can identify vulnerabilities
that could actually occur when real application paths are exercised and not just dangerous
coding constructs.

Model checking
Model checking is a formal verification approach developed based on graph theory and
finite state automata (Clarke, Emerson & Sifakis, 2009; Merz, 2001). A software model
checking framework accepts a system’s source or binary code as input and checks
automatically if it satisfies specific properties. First, the framework analyzes statically
the code to extract a high-level representation of the system, namely a model. This model
usually corresponds to a control-flow graph or a pushdown automaton (Beyer et al., 2007;
Chen & Wagner, 2002). The properties are often expressed either as assertions, as formulas
of temporal logic, or as finite state automata (Pnueli, 1977; Miller, Donaldson & Calder,
2006). By traversing every execution path of the model, the framework determines whether
certain states represent a violation of the provided properties.
There is a great number of dangerous programming practices that can be accurately
modeled with equivalent security properties. For example, the chroot system call should
be followed by a call to chdir ("/"). Otherwise, the current working directory could be
outside the isolated hierarchy and provide access to a malicious user via relative paths.
With a high-level representation of the system at hand and by using ad-hoc algorithms
(Reps, Horwitz & Sagiv, 1995), properties like the above can be easily checked. Likewise,
it is possible to state the detection of code injection defects as a reachability problem
(Tsitovich, 2008).
There are many tools based on model checking to detect software vulnerabilities.
Classic tools include SPIN (Holzmann, 1997), SMV (McMillan, 1992) and MOPS (Chen
& Wagner, 2002; Schwarz et al., 2005). These tools are representative of the approach
but they do not support the detection of CIA defects. QED is a model checking system
that accepts as input web application written in the standard Java servlet specification
(https://jcp.org/aboutJava/communityprocess/final/jsr315/) and examine them for various
code injection vulnerabilities (Martin & Lam, 2008). Also, Fehnker, Huuck & Rödiger
(2011) have proposed a model checking approach to detect binary code injection defects
in embedded systems.
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The users of a model checking tool do not need to construct a correctness proof.
Instead, they just need to enter a description of the circuit or program to be verified and
the specification to be checked. Still, writing specifications is hard and code reviewers
with experience are needed. One of the key features of model checking is that it can either
reassure developers that the system is correct or provide them with a counterexample. As a
result, together with the discover of a security issue, auditors are provided with a possible
solution. A major problem in model checking is the state explosion issue (Clarke, Emerson
& Sifakis, 2009; Merz, 2001). The number of all states of a system with many processes or
complicated data structures can be enormous.

Symbolic execution
Symbolic execution generalizes testing by using unknown symbolic variables during
evaluation (King, 1976; Cadar et al., 2011). In essence, it provides the means to analyze a
program to determine which inputs cause each part of a program to execute. This concept
can be easily adapted to detect vulnerabilities that may lead to code injection attacks.
To counter SQL injection attacks, Fu & Qian (2008) have proposed SAFELI. First,
SAFELI analyzes the code to detect code constructs used by the application, to interact with
a database. At each location that submits an SQL query, an equation is constructed to find
out the initial values that could lead to a security breach. The equation is then solved by a
hybrid string solver where the solution obtained is used to construct test cases. If a defect is
detected, an attack is replayed by the tool to developers. Ruse, Sarkar & Basu (2010) detect
SQL injection vulnerabilities in a similar manner. In addition, Rubyx (Chaudhuri & Foster,
2010) follows a similar approach to counter JavaScript injection attacks in applications
written in Ruby. S3 (Trinh, Chu & Jaffar, 2014) is a symbolic string solver that can be
used to detect vulnerabilities that may lead to SQL injection and XSS attacks. To do
so, it makes use of a symbolic representation so that membership in a set defined by a
regular expression can be expressed as a string equation. Then, there is a constraint-based
generation of instances from these expressions so that the number of instances can be
limited. Saxena et al. (2010) have proposed a framework called Kudzu, to detect JavaScript
injection attacks. To achieve this, Kudzu explores the application’s execution space by
creating test cases. Then, like SAFELI, Kudzu uses a solver which is implemented by the
authors in order to overcome the complexity of JavaScript’s string operations. Finally,
by using data-flow analysis, it identifies possible defects based on specific sink rules (see
‘Data-flow analysis’).
KLEE (Cadar, Dunbar & Engler, 2008) was the first symbolic execution engine
introduced to detect software bugs in an efficient manner. Such bugs include defects
that may lead to binary code injection attacks. In addition, MergePoint (Avgerinos et al.,
2014) is a binary-only symbolic execution system for large-scale testing of commodity
software. Notably, it is based on veritesting, an approach that employs the merging of
execution paths during static symbolic execution, to reinforce the effects of dynamic
symbolic execution.
Symbolic execution has also been used together either with genetic algorithms to
detect JavaScript injection attacks (Avancini & Ceccato, 2013) or with runtime tainting
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(see ‘Runtime Tainting’) to detect SQL injection attacks (Corin & Manzano, 2012).
Symbolic execution shares a similar problem with model checking (see ‘Model checking’).
Symbolically executing all program paths does not scale with large programs since the
number of feasible paths grows exponentially.

Type system extensions
A type system is a collection of rules that assign a property called a type to the various
constructs of a program (Pierce, 2002). One of the most typical advantages of static type
checking is the discovery of programming errors at compile time. As a result, numerous
errors can then be detected immediately, rather than discovered later upon execution.
For the most part, type extensions aim to overcome the problems of integrating different
programming languages. For instance, the integration of SQL with the Java programming
language is typically realised with the JDBC application library (Fisher, Ellis & Bruce, 2003).
By using it, the programmer has to pass the SQL query to the database as a string. Thought
this process, the Java compiler is completely unaware of the SQL language contained
within the Java code paving the way for an SQL injection attack (recollect the example of
‘Data-flow analysis’). Type-safe programming interfaces like SQL DOM (Domain Object
Model) (McClure & Krüger, 2005) and the Safe Query Objects (Cook & Rai, 2005) were two
of the first attempts to detect SQL injection attacks via type extension. Both of the above
mechanisms act as preprocessors and translate an SQL database schema into the host general
purpose language. The generated collection of objects is used as an application library for
the main application, thus ensuring type safety and syntax checking at compile-time. SQLJ
(Eisenberg & Melton, 1999) is a language extension of Java that supports SQL. It offers type
and syntax checking for both languages at compile-time. SugarJ (Erdweg, 2013) provides
a method through which languages can be extended with specific syntax, in order to
embed DSL’s. The major contribution of this framework is that can be easily applied on
many languages as host languages. Currently it supports Java, Haskell and Prolog. All the
aforementioned mechanisms wipe out the relationship between untyped Java strings and
SQL queries, but do not address legacy code. In addition, developers require to learn a new
API to use them.
WebSSARI is used to verify web applications (Xie & Aiken, 2006) written in PHP. It
is based on Denning’s lattice model which analyzes the information flow of a program
(Denning & Denning, 1977) and uses type qualifiers to associate security classes with
variables and functions that can lead to SQL injection defects. Wassermann & Su (2007)
have proposed an approach that deals with static analysis and coding practices together
(Wassermann & Su, 2004) to detect SQL injection attacks. Specifically, they analyze the
application’s code to locate queries that are considered unsafe. To achive this, they use
context free grammars and language transducers (Minamide, 2005).
Type extensions is a formal way to wipe out code injection defects, but they have a
distinct disadvantage: programmers need to learn new constructs and modify their code in
multiple places.
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Dynamic detection
Dynamic detection involves the development of methods and tools to fortify such
applications without actually removing the defects from the application’s code. A great
number of methods that belong to this category involves some kind of dynamic program
analysis (Boujarwah, Saleh & Al-Dallal, 2000). Dynamic analysis requires a running system
and involves sufficient test inputs to examine the behavior of a system.

Runtime tainting
Runtime tainting is based on data-flow analysis (see ‘Data-flow analysis’). In practice,
it enforces security policies by marking untrusted (‘‘tainted’’) data and tracing its flow
through the program. Runtime tainting may be viewed as an approximation of the
verification of non-interference (Von Oheimb, 2004) or the more general concept of secure
information flow. Since information flow in a system cannot be verified by examining
a single execution trace of the system, the results of taint analysis will necessarily reflect
approximate information regarding the information flow characteristics of the system to
which it is applied.
Runtime tainting is a feature in some programming languages, such as Perl (http:
//search.cpan.org/~rhandom/Taint-Runtime-0.03/lib/Taint/Runtime.pm) and Ruby. The
following Perl code is vulnerable to SQL injection since it does not check the value of the
$foo variable, which is instantiated by user input:
# ! / usr / bin / p e r l
my $name = $ c g i −>param ( " f o o " ) ;
...
$dbh−>T a i n t I n = 1 ;
$dbh−> e x e c u t e ( " SELECT ∗
FROM u s e r s
WHERE name = ’ $ f o o ’ ; " ) ;
If taint mode is turned on, Perl would refuse to run the command and exit with an error
message, because a tainted variable is being used in a query.
SigFree (Wang et al., 2010) is a mechanism that follows this method to counter buffer
overflow attacks by detecting the presence of malicious binary code. This is based on the
fact that such attacks typically contain executable code while legitimate requests never
contain executable code. However, this is not always the case and therefore the mechanism
suffers from false alarms. LIFT (Qin et al., 2006) also counters binary code injection attacks
in a similar manner. The system by Haldar, Chandra & Franz (2005) provides runtime
tainting for applications written in Java, while the work by Xu, Bhatkar & Sekar (2006)
covers applications written in C. SecuriFly (Martin, Livshits & Lam, 2005) is a similar
mechanism based on PQL (http://pql.sourceforge.net/) (Program Query Language), which
is a language for expressing patterns of events on objects.
A dynamic checking compiler called WASC (Nanda, Lam & Chiueh, 2007) includes
runtime tainting to prevent JavaScript injection attacks. To counter similar attacks, PHP
Aspis (Papagiannis, Migliavacca & Pietzuch, 2011) applies partial taint tracking at the
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language level to augment values with taint meta-data in order to track their origin. Vogt
et al. (2007), use runtime tainting to prevent JavaScript injection attacks. This is done by
inspecting the information flow within the browser. When critical information is about
to be sent to a third party, the web user decides if this should be allowed or not. Stock et
al. (2014) have proposed a method that operates on the client-side too. This method uses
a taint-enhanced JavaScript engine that tracks the flow of data controlled by the attacker.
To detect an attack, the method uses HTML and JavaScript parsers that can identify
the generation of malicious code coming from tainted data. Runtime tainting has been
partially or fully used in other similar approaches (Nadji, Saxena & Song, 2009; Sekar, 2009;
Nguyen-Tuong et al., 2006). Notably, such approaches may require numerous changes to
the compiler or the runtime system.
In positive data flow tracking, tagged data is considered to be legitimate. Information
Flow Control (IFC) mechanisms employ positive taint tracking to prevent JavaScriptdriven XSS attacks on the browser. Representative implementations such as JSFlow
(Hedin et al., 2014), COWL (Stefan et al., 2014) and the framework by Bauer et al. (2015)
allow programmers to express information flow policies by extending the type system of
JavaScript. Then, the policies are checked at runtime by the JavaScript interpreter through
dynamic checks.

Instruction set randomization
Another approach that has been previously proposed as a generic methodology to
counter code injection attacks is Instruction Set Randomization (ISR) (Keromytis, 2009;
Kc, Keromytis & Prevelakis, 2003). The concept behind ISR is to create an execution
environment that is unique to the running process. This environment is created by
using a randomization algorithm. Hence, an attack against this system will fail as the
attacker cannot guess the key of this algorithm. The main issue with this approach is that
it uses a cryptographic key in order to match the execution environment. As a result,
security depends on the fact that malicious users cannot discover the secret key. Note
that, randomization algorithms are also employed in another popular technique that
has been extensively used to prevent binary code injection attacks, address space layout
randomization (ASLR) (Shacham et al., 2004). To do so, ASLR randomly arranges the
address space positions of critical data areas of a process such as the base of the executable
and the positions of the stack and heap.
SQLrand (Boyd & Keromytis, 2004) is based on ISR to detect SQL injections in the
following manner: initially, it allows developers to create queries using randomized
instructions instead of standard SQL keywords. The modified SQL statements are either
reconstructed at runtime using the same key that is inaccessible to the attacker, or the user
input is tagged with delimiters that allow an augmented SQL grammar to detect the attack.
Even if SQLrand imposes a low computational overhead, it imposes an infrastructure
overhead since it requires the integration of a proxy.
In the case of JavaScript, consider a XOR function that encodes all JavaScript source of
a web page on the server-side and then, on the client-side, the web browser decodes the
source by applying the same function again. Implementations of this approach include:
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Noncespaces (Gundy & Chen, 2009) and xJS (Athanasopoulos et al., 2010). SMask (Johns
& Beyerlein, 2007) identifies malicious code by automatically separating user input from
legitimate code by using JavaScript and HTML keyword masking (in a way similar to
SQLrand Boyd & Keromytis, 2004). Even if ISR is theoretically a sound approach for
countering code injection, these implementations have flaws. For example, Noncespaces
does not protect from persistent data injection. XJS does not have such problems and
covers a wide variety of JavaScript injection attacks.

Policy enforcement
Policy enforcement is mainly associated with database security (Thuraisingham & Ford,
1995; Null & Wong, 1992; Chlipala, 2010; Son, Chaney & Thomlinson, 1998) and operating
system strict access controls (Winsor, 2000; Hicks et al., 2010). In such contexts, policies
expressed in specific languages (Anderson, 2005), usually limit information dissemination
to authorized entities only. Currently, policy enforcement is one of the most common
approaches to detect JavaScript injection attacks. In this approach, web developers define
security policies on the server-side. Then, these policies are enforced either in the user’s
browser or on a server-side proxy that intercepts all HTML responses.
All modern browsers include a JavaScript (JS) engine to support the execution of
JavaScript. Most JS engines employ restrictions like the same origin policy (Takesue, 2008)
and a sandbox mechanism (Dhawan & Ganapathy, 2009). In particular, scripts run in
a sandbox where they can only perform web-related actions and not general-purpose
programming tasks (e.g., creating files) (Dhawan & Ganapathy, 2009). Also, scripts are
constrained by the same origin policy. This policy permits scripts running on pages
originating from the same site to access each other’s methods and properties with no
specific restrictions, but prevents access to most methods and properties across pages
on different sites (Takesue, 2008). Still, such schemes cannot stop malicious users from
injecting scripts into the user’s browser. Consider a legitimate web page that does not
validate the input posted by its users. By exploiting this vulnerability, an attacker can post
data that will inject JavaScript into a dynamically generated page. Thus the attacker can
trick a legitimate user into downloading a well-hidden script from this host in order to
steal the user’s cookies. This injected script is confined by a sandboxing mechanism and
conforms to the same origin policy, but it still violates the security of the browser (De Groef
et al., 2012; Saiedian & Broyle, 2011).
Implementations of this approach include mechanisms such as BrowserShield (Reis et
al., 2006) and CoreScript (Yu et al., 2007). Both mechanisms intercept JavaScript code on
a page as it executes and rewrite it in order to check if it is subject to server-provided,
vulnerability descriptions. Such implementations impose a significant overhead due to
the JavaScript rewriting. DSI (Nadji, Saxena & Song, 2006), MET (Erlingsson, Livshits &
Xie, 2007), and BEEP (Jim, Swamy & Hicks, 2007) require source modifications by the web
developers in order to introduce their policies. Specifically, in MET the security policies are
specified as JavaScript functions and they are included at the top of every web page while
in BEEP web developers need to write security hooks for every embedded script of the
application. Blueprint (Louw & Venkatakrishnan, 2009) is a policy enforcement framework
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that uses parsed trees to detect JavaScript injection attacks. However, to use it developers
need to learn and use a new API in order to correctly escape dynamic content.
Google Caja (http://code.google.com/p/google-caja/) is another policy enforcement
approach provided by Google. It is based on the object-capability security model (McGraw,
2006) and it aims to control what embedded third party code can do with user data.
A security layer called ‘‘Content Security Policy’’ (CSP) (Stamm, Sterne & Markham,
2010) was first introduced into Firefox to detect various types of attacks, including crosssite scripting https://developer.mozilla.org/en/Introducing_Content_Security_Policy.
Currently, it is supported by almost all the available browsers. To eliminate such attacks,
web site administrators must specify which domains the browser should treat as valid
sources of script and which not. Then, the browser will only execute scripts that exist in
source files from white-listed domains. Notably, AutoCSP (Fazzini, Saxena & Orso, 2015)
and deDacota (Doupé et al., 2013) are two schemes that are based on CSP.
Apart from JavaScript injection attacks, policy enforcement has been also used to detect
binary code injection attacks. Specifically, Kiriansky, Bruening & Amarasinghe (2002) have
proposed program shepherding which monitors control flow transfers in order to restrict
execution privileges based on code origins and ensure that program sandboxing will not
be breached. In a similar manner, Control-flow Integrity (CFI) (Abadi et al., 2005), follows
a predetermined flow graph that serves as a specification of control transfers allowed in
the program. Then, at runtime, specific checks enforce this specification. Adaptations of
CFI include Control-Pointer Integrity (CPI) (Kuznetsov et al., 2014) and Cryptographically
Enforced Control Flow Integrity (CCFI) (Mashtizadeh et al., 2015). The former ensures the
integrity of all pointers in a program (e.g., function pointers) and as a result prevents
different attacks. The latter employs Message Authentication Codes (MACs) to protect
elements such as return addresses and function pointers. In general, CFI implementations
track control edges separately, without taking into account the context of preceding edges.
Context-sensitive CFI (Van der Veen et al., 2015) provides enhanced security by considering
the backward and forward edges of the graph too. Notably, there is a number of attempts
to overcome CFI. For instance, Göktas et al. (2014) have indicated that CFI can be bypassed
by using return oriented programming (ROP) (Buchanan et al., 2008). Through ROP,
attackers can gain control of the call stack to hijack program control flow. To do so, they
execute specific machine instruction sequences that are already presented in machine’s
memory.

Whitelisting
Whitelisting approaches are based on the features of Denning’s original intrusion detection
framework (Denning, 1987). In the code injection context, a whitelisting mechanism
registers all valid benign code statements during a learning phase. This can be done
in various ways according to the implementation. Then, only those will be accepted,
approved or recognized during production.
JavaScript injection whitelisting approaches generate and store valid JavaScript code in
various forms, and detect attacks as outliers from the set of valid code statements. SWAP
(Wurzinger et al., 2009) registers all the benign scripts that exist in the original application
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and stores an identifier for every benign script. Then, a JavaScript detection component
placed in a proxy searches for malicious scripts in the server’s responses. If no malicious
scripts are detected, the proxy forwards the response to the client-side. Note that, this
approach is inflexible since it does not support dynamic scripts. Similar limitations exist
in XSS-GUARD (Bisht & Venkatakrishnan, 2008), which maps benign scripts to HTTP
responses. To support dynamic scripts during the creation of the legitimate identifiers
the authors of XSSDS (Johns, Engelmann & Posegga, 2008) substitute string-tokens with
specified identifiers.
In the case of DSL-driven injection attacks the various countermeasures follow a similar
pattern. DIDAFIT (Lee, Low & Wong, 2002) detects SQL injection attacks by registering
all benign database transactions. Subsequent improvements by Valeur, Mutz & Vigna
(2005) tagged each benign transaction with the corresponding web application. To do
so, they have extended their anomaly detection framework called libAnomaly (http:
//seclab.cs.ucsb.edu/academic/projects/projects/libanomaly/). Furthermore, AMNESIA
(Halfond & Orso, 2005b; Halfond & Orso, 2006) is a tool that detects SQL injection attacks
by associating a query model with the location of every query in the web application. Then
in production mode, monitors the execution of the application to examine when queries
diverge from the expected model.
SQLGuard (Buehrer, Weide & Sivilotti, 2005) is another mechanism that detects SQL
injection attacks based on parse tree validation. In particular, the mechanism compares
the parse tree of the query before the inclusion of user input with the one resulting after
the inclusion of user input. If the trees diverge, the application is probably under attack.
Diglossia (Son, McKinley & Shmatikov, 2013) also uses parse trees to detect code injection
attacks. The main idea behind Diglossia is based on the theory introduced by Ray and
Ligatti in reference (Ray & Ligatti, 2012). Apart from SQL injection attacks, it can also
be used to detect another emerging type of attacks: NoSQL (Chodorow & Dirolf, 2010)
injection attacks (see also ‘Emerging Challenges’). SDriver (Mitropoulos & Spinellis, 2009;
Mitropoulos, Karakoidas & Spinellis, 2009; Mitropoulos et al., 2011) is a mechanism that
prevents SQL and XPath injection attacks against web applications by using locationspecific signatures. The signatures are generated during a learning phase, and are based
on elements that can depend either on the query or on its execution environment (for
example the stack trace). Then, during production, the mechanism checks all queries for
compliance and can block queries containing injected elements. By associating a stack trace
with the origin of a query, the mechanism can correlate SQL statements with their call
sites. This increases the specificity of the stored signatures and avoids false alarms. nSign
(Mitropoulos et al., 2016) and SICILIAN (Soni, Budianto & Saxena, 2015) follow the same
approach as SDriver to prevent XSS attacks on the client-side. To do so, nSign includes
script origins and the type of a script as environment elements, and JavaScript keywords
and their number of appearance as elements coming from the code that is about to be
executed. SICILIAN on the other side, includes more elements from the script (class names,
variavle names and more) and less from the environment.
Laranjeiro et al. (Laranjeiro, Vieira & Madeira, 2009; Antunes et al., 2009; Laranjeiro,
Vieira & Madeira, 2010) have proposed a similar mechanism to detect both SQL and
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Xpath injection attacks in Web services. When it is not possible to run a complete learning
phase, a set of heuristics is used by the mechanism to accept or discard doubtful cases.
Finally, Mattos, Santin & Malucelli (2013) developed an signature-based attack detection
engine that utilizes ontologies to counter XML and Xpath injection attacks. By using
ontologies to model data provides explicit and formal semantic relationships between data
and possible attacks.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
We have analyzed the mechanisms described earlier based on the requirements mentioned
in ‘Introduction and Covered Area’. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the comparison summaries
of the static and dynamic countermeasures.

Flexibility
Flexibility indicates if an approach can be adjusted in order to detect different attacks
categories. Typically, all approaches, except for lexical analysis have been used to detect
various code defects. As we described earlier, lexical analysis is a simplistic approach that
cannot be used to identify source code-driven injection attacks. Even if a corresponding
tool existed, the false alarms would be far too many. This is because source code-driven
injection attacks are language independent (see ‘Introduction and Covered Area’) and
lexical analysis can only search for specific keywords or sequences of keywords. As a result,
it is only used to detect code constructs that can lead to binary code injection attacks.
In all other cases, the approaches are flexible and they can be used to deal with different
kinds of attacks. For instance, policy enforcement is a method that seems to be tailored
to prevent JavaScript injection attacks since it involves the interaction of two entities: the
client’s browser and the server-side application (policies are set to the browser and are
enforced on the client-side). Notably, it can be also successfully employed to detect binary
code injection via CFI mechanisms.

Effectiveness tests
1 Also

known in statistics as type I and type
Ii errors (Peck & Devore, 2010).

The effectiveness of security mechanisms can be judged by the existence of incorrect
data,1 namely: false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN). Specifically, a FP is a result
that indicates that an attack is taking place, when it has not. A FN occurs when an attack
actually takes place, and the mechanism fails to detect it. In Tables 1 and 2, we show if
the researchers have performed any tests to evaluate the effectiveness of their proposed
mechanisms in terms of FPs and FNs. If this is the case we put a tick mark (4). If no
tests were performed we put an X mark (7). We see that there are many cases where no
such tests were performed: 4 out of 17 in the case of static analysis and 12 our of 41 in
the case of dynamic detection. A reasonable argument for the latter case, would be that
defenses like JSFlow (Hedin et al., 2014), COWL (Stefan et al., 2014) do not need to be
fully validated through testing, because they provide systematic arguments as to why their
design is secure. In order for this to stand though, their implementation should closely
follow its specification, which may not be the case in practical terms.
Going one step further, we observed that there were cases such as XSS-GUARD (Bisht &
Venkatakrishnan, 2008) and the system by Valeur, Mutz & Vigna (2005), where researchers
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Table 1 Static Analysis: Comparison summary of tools designed to detect vulnerabilities that can lead to a code injection attack.
Approach

Lexical analysis

Data-Flow Analysis

Model Checking

Symbolic Execution

Type system
extensions

Flexibilitya

7

4

4

4

4

Mechanism

Requirements

Attack vector

Effectiveness
testsb

Implementation
independencec

Computational
overheadd

ITS4 (Viega et al., 2002; Viega et
al., 2000)

4

7(C)

¬

binary code

PScan (Heffley & Meunier, 2004)

4

7(C)

¬

binary code

Flawfinder (Wilander & Kamkar,
2002)

4

7(C)

¬

binary code

RATS (Chess & McGraw, 2004)

4

4

¬

binary code

BOON (Wagner et al., 2000)

4

7(C)

¬

binary code

CodeSurfer (Anderson & Zarins,
2005; Nagy & Mancoridis, 2009)

4

4

¬

binary code

Splint (Evans & Larochelle, 2002)

4

7(C)

¬

binary code

Livshits & Lam (2005)

4

7(Java)

¬

SQL, JavaScript

FindBugs (Ayewah & Pugh, 2010;
Hovemeyer & Pugh, 2007; Spacco,
Hovemeyer & Pugh, 2006)

4

7(Java)

¬

SQL, JavaScript

Pixy (Jovanovic, Kruegel & Kirda,
2006)

4

4

¬

SQL, JavaScript

XSSdetect

4

4

¬

JavaScript

Dahse & Holz (2014)

4

4

¬

SQL, JavaScript

QED (Martin & Lam, 2008)

4

7(Java)

¬

SQL, JavaScript

Fehnker, Huuck & Rödiger (2011)

4

7(C)

¬

binary code

SAFELI (Fu & Qian, 2008)

4

4

¬

SQL

KLEE (Cadar, Dunbar &
Engler, 2008)

4

7(C)

¬

binary code

Kudzu [139]

4

4

¬

JavaScript

Rubyx (Chaudhuri &
Foster, 2010)

4

7(Ruby)

¬

JavaScript

MergePoint (Avgerinos et al.,
2014)

7

7(C)

¬

binary code

S3 (Trinh, Chu & Jaffar, 2014)

4

4

¬

SQL, JavaScript

SQL DOM (McClure & Krüger,
2005)

7

4

20%

SQL

Safe Query Objects (Cook & Rai,
2005)

7

7(Java)

?

SQL

SQLJ (Eisenberg & Melton, 1999)

4

7(Java)

?

SQL

SugarJ (Erdweg, 2013; Erdweg et
al., 2011)

7

4

?

SQL, XML

Wassermann & Su (2007)

4

4

7

SQL

WebSSARI (Xie & Aiken, 2006)

4

7(PHP)

98.4%

SQL

Notes.
a
Flexibility indicates if the approach can be adjusted in order to detect different categories.
b
Effectiveness Tests. This column shows if the researchers performed any tests regarding the effectiveness of their mechanism in terms of false positive and negative results.
c
Implementation Independence indicates if the static analysis mechanism is tailored to a specific programming language.
d
Computational Overhead. This column shows the runtime overhead that the mechanism may add to the application. In the context of static analysis this can be measured in the
case of the type system extension approach. Note that the different results does not necessarily indicate that one mechanism is more effective than the other. This is because most
of them were evaluated under different assumptions and settings.
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Table 2 Dynamic Detection: Comparison summary of mechanisms developed to counter code injection attacks.
Approach

Runtime tainting

ISR

Policy enforcement

Flexibilitya

4

4

4

Mechanism

Requirements

Attack vector

Effectiveness
testsb

Implementation
independencec

Computational
overheadd

SigFree (Wang et al., 2010)

4

7(C)

10%

binary code

LIFT (Qin et al., 2006)

4

4

6.2%

binary code

Haldar, Chandra & Franz (2005)

7

7(Java)

7

SQL

SecuriFly (Martin, Livshits &
Lam, 2005)

4

7(Java)

9–125%

SQL, JavaScript

Xu, Bhatkar & Sekar (2006)

4

4

76%

SQL, JavaScript

WASC (Nanda, Lam & Chiueh,
2007)

4

4

30%

JavaScript

PHPAspis (Papagiannis, Migliavacca & Pietzuch, 2011)

4

7(PHP)

2.2 ×

SQL, JavaScript,
PHP

Stock et al. (2014)

4

4

Vogt et al. (2007)

4

4

?

JavaScript

JSFlow (Hedin et al., 2014)

?

4

2×

JavaScript

JavaScript

COWL (Stefan et al., 2014)

7

4

16%

SQL, JavaScript

Bauer et al. (2015)

?

4

55%

JavaScript

SQLrand (Boyd & Keromytis,
2004)

7

4

6.5ms

SQL

SMask (Johns & Beyerlein, 2007)

4

4

?

SQL, JavaScript

Noncespaces (Gundy & Chen,
2009)

4

4

10.3%

JavaScript

xJS (Athanasopoulos et al., 2010)

4

4

1.6–40ms

JavaScript

DSI (Nadji, Saxena & Song,
2006)

4

4

1.85%

JavaScript

BrowserShield (Reis et al., 2006)

4

4

8%

JavaScript

Blueprint (Louw & Venkatakrishnan, 2009)

4

4

13.6%

JavaScript

CoreScript (Yu et al., 2007)

7

4

?

JavaScript

MET (Erlingsson, Livshits & Xie,
2007)

7

4

?

JavaScript

BEEP (Jim, Swamy & Hicks,
2007)

4

4

14.4%

JavaScript

CSP (Stamm, Sterne &
Markham, 2010)

7

4

?

JavaScript

Google Caja

7

4

?

JavaScript

Kiriansky, Bruening & Amarasinghe, (2002)

?

7

∼1%

binary code

CFI (Abadi et al., 2005; Van der
Veen et al., 2015)

7

7(C)

0.09–26.78%

binary code

CPI (Kuznetsov et al., 2014)

4

7(C)

2.9–8.4%

binary code

CCFI (Mashtizadeh et al., 2015)

4

7(C)

3–18%
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Table 2 (continued)
Approach

Flexibilitya

Mechanism

4

Attack vector

Effectiveness
testsb

Implementation
independencec

Computational
overheadd

4

4

?

SQL

4

4

?

SQL

(Valeur, Mutz & Vigna (2005)

4

4

1ms

SQL

SQLGuard (Buehrer, Weide &
Sivilotti, 2005)

7

4

3%

SQL

Diglossia (Son, McKinley &
Shmatikov, 2013)

4

4

13%

SQL, NoSQL

SDriver (Mitropoulos & Spinellis,
2009; Mitropoulos, Karakoidas &
Spinellis, 2009; Mitropoulos et al.,
2011)

4

4

39%

SQL, Xpath

nSign (Mitropoulos et al., 2016)

4

4

11.1%

JavaScript

SICILIAN (Soni, Budianto &
Saxena, 2015)

4

4

7.02%

JavaScript

Laranjeiro et al. (Laranjeiro,
Vieira & Madeira, 2009; Antunes
et al., 2009; Laranjeiro, Vieira &
Madeira, 2010)

4

4

7

SQL, Xpath

Mattos, Santin & Malucelli
(2013)

4

4

?

XML, Xpath

SWAP (Wurzinger et al., 2009)

4

4

∼180%

JavaScript

XSSDS (Johns, Engelmann &
Posegga, 2008)

4

4

?

JavaScript

XSS-GUARD (Bisht &
Venkatakrishnan, 2008)

4

4

5–24%

JavaScript

AMNESIA (Halfond & Orso,
2005b; Halfond & Orso, 2006;
Halfond & Orso, 2005a)
DIDAFIT (Lee, Low & Wong,
2002)

Whitelisting

Requirements

Notes.
a
Flexibility indicates if the approach can be adjusted in order to detect different categories.
b
Effectiveness Tests. This column shows if the researchers performed any tests regarding the effectiveness of their mechanism in terms of false positive and negative results.
c
Implementation Independence shows if the mechanism depends either on the characteristics of the programming language that was used to develop it or on the implementation
details of the protecting entity.
d
Computational Overhead. This column shows the runtime overhead that the mechanism may add to the application. Note that the different results do not necessarily indicate
that one mechanism is more effective than the other. This is because most of them were evaluated under different assumptions and settings.

performed tests to measure false alarms but they did not look for false negatives. Notably,
we observed that there are mechanisms that even if they seem effective, their testing might
be really poor contrary to other schemes that may have false alarms, but have been tested
thoroughly. For example, Blueprint appears to be an effective solution to detect JavaScript
injection attacks, but the corresponding publication includes only two test cases. On the
other hand, Dsi appears to have false positives and negatives, but it was evaluated on a set
of 5,328 vulnerable web sites.
An interesting observation involves the mechanisms that detect JavaScript injection
attacks. Unfortunately, most countermeasures, even if the corresponding publications
state that they are accurate, are actually vulnerable to attacks that involve non-HTML
elements (except for Athanasopoulos et al., 2010). For instance, there are browsers that
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treat PostScript files as HTML. A malicious user can embed a script within a PostScript
file, upload it as a valid document and then use it to trigger the attack (Barth, Caballero
& Song, 2009) (also see the Appendix). Since most mechanisms require the presence of a
Document Object Model Dom tree to detect an attack, in this case they will fail.
Notably, there are cases where the effectiveness of some mechanisms have been
questioned. For example, Sovarel, Evans & Paul (2005) have examined the effectiveness of
ISR and showed that an attacker may be able to circumvent the approach by determining
the randomization key. Furthermore, their results indicate that doing ISR in a way that
provides a certain degree of security against a motivated malicious user is not as easy as
previously thought. In the same manner, Zitser, Lippmann & Leek (2004) and Wilander &
Kamkar (2002), have extensively tested and questioned some of the aforementioned tools
that detect binary code injection attacks.

Implementation independence
In the case of static analysis mechanisms, implementation independence indicates if a
mechanism is developed based upon a specific programming language. For instance, all
lexical analysis tools except for Rats, only analyze applications written in the C programming
language. Still, Rats, which can be used on other languages, does not find code injection
vulnerabilities in any other language except for C. In the same manner, SQLJ can only be
used by Java developers. In every case, we list the corresponding language.
In the dynamic detection context, implementation independence shows if the
mechanism depends either on the characteristics of the programming language that
was used to develop it or on the implementation details of the protecting entity. For
instance, PHP Aspis can detect various forms of CIAs that target applications written in
PHP only. In the same manner, CFI mechanisms can only protect programs written in C.

Computational overhead
The user’s experience is affected if a mechanism suffers from runtime overhead. Take
for example a mechanism from the dynamic detection category. If this mechanism adds
significant overhead to the applications functionality, the application’s owner would
consider it useless. In the static analysis context, this can be measured in the case of the type
system extension approach since their use affects the application overall. In the table we list
the overhead for every mechanism as stated in the original publication. If the publication
mentions that the mechanism suffers from a runtime overheard but does not explicitly
state the occurring overhead we use the X mark (7). If the authors did not measure the
overhead we use a question mark (?). Note though that each number is an indication
that has been computed under different assumptions and settings and it cannot be used
to compare mechanisms directly (especially the ones coming from different categories).
However, in cases like nSign and SICILIAN, this could be meaningful because both are
mechanisms that wrap up the JavaScript engine of a browser. Hence, both overheads are
imposed on the execution time of the engine.
Note that the overhead is displayed in different manners (e.g., percentages, absolute
numbers and more). In every case this indicates the cost due to the use of each mechanism.
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For example, it may be due to some form of run-time checks. Furthermore, depending on
the approach, the cost may be incurred on different places: it may affect a server (e.g., CPU
usage, response latency and more), it may affect the client, or both.

A note on usability
The value of a security mechanism as a practical tool depends on how easy it is to deploy
it in a production setting. In the static analysis context, a mechanism should require
minimum effort from the security auditor. Observe that lexical analysis and data-flow
analysis mechanisms are easy to use since the only thing that is needed to perform their
analysis is the source code. Note though that, based on simple assumptions and without
considering context in any way lexical analysis could report every possible dangerous
function call as a problem, no matter how carefully it is used in the program. Hence,
auditors must be experienced programmers in order to interpret the results of lexical
analysis tools and they must regard them as as an aid in the code review process and not as
a firm solution to find software vulnerabilities (Cowan, 2003; Zitser, Group & Leek, 2004).
In addition, model checking and type system extensions require too much effort from
the side of the auditor, either to write specifications, modify source code or learn new
constructs (see ‘Model checking’ and ‘Type system extensions’).
In the case of dynamic detection, usability involves the deployment of the mechanism.
To determine the effort required to use the mechanism, we examined the mechanism’s
description, its deployment, and its implementation details. One of our basic criteria was if
developers are required to modify their code and if they do, to what extent. As an example,
consider the mechanisms coming from the policy enforcement category. In most cases
programmers should modify multiple software components to enable a mechanism. Note
also that mechanisms such as MET and BEEP require modifications both on the server
and the client-side. Thus, it would not be easy for them to be adopted by browser vendors.
In the same manner SQLrand imposes a major infrastructure overhead because it requires
the integration of a proxy for the RDBMS to detect SQL injection attacks. In addition, the
whitelisting mechanisms that detect DSL-driven injection attacks, require multiple source
code modifications. In particular, to use AMNESIA, developers should modify every code
fragment that involves the execution of a query. Nevertheless, there are tools like Sdriver,
which minimize such modifications down to one line of code.

EMERGING CHALLENGES
There are several challenges which indicate that code injection attacks will continue to be
an issue in the field of cyber security.
First, attackers seem to find new ways to introduce malicious code into programs
by using a variety of techniques. For instance, an attack called PHP Object Injection
(POI) (Dahse, Krein & Holz, 2014) does not directly involve the injection of code, but
still achieves arbitrary code execution in the context of a PHP application through the
injection of specially crafted objects (for example as part of cookies). When deserialized
by the application, these objects result in arbitrary code execution. In a similar way, XCS
(Cross-channel scripting) (Bojinov, Bursztein & Boneh, 2009; Bojinov, Bursztein & Boneh,
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2010) attacks are a prominent XSS variation. In an XCS attack, an attacker utilizes a
non-web channel to inject code. For example, there are several NAS (Network-Attached
Storage) devices which allow unauthorized users to upload files via the SMB protocol
(Server Message Block). A malicious user could upload a file with a filename that contains
a well-crafted script. When a legitimate user connects over a web channel to the device to
browse its contents, the device will send through an HTTP response the list of all filenames,
ncluding the malicious one which is going to be interpreted as a valid script by the browser.
Architectures that include modern technologies such as MongoDB (http://www.
mongodb.org/) could be vulnerable to complex attacks that may involve more than
one subcategories as Son, McKinley & Shmatikov (2013) have pointed out. In particular, a
JavaScript injection attack could be performed to change an SQL-like MongoDB query that
is built dynamically based on user input. Specifically, when using JavaScript, developers have
to make sure that any variables that cross the PHP-to-JavaScript boundary are passed in the
scope field of the MongoCode class, (http://www.php.net/manual/en/class.mongocode.php)
that is not interpolated into the JavaScript string. This can come up when using the
MongoDB::execute() method and clauses like $where and group-by. For example,
suppose that JavaScript is used to greet a user in the database logs:
<? php
$ u s e r n a m e = $_POST [ ’ usern ame ’ ] ;
$db−> e x e c u t e ( " p r i n t ( ’ H e l l o , $ u s e r n a m e ! ’ ) ; " ) ;
?>
If attackers pass ’); db.users.drop(); print(’ as a username, they could actually
delete the entire database.
Recent work indicates that code injection can also be used as an attack vector to exploit
mobile applications (Bao et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2014). This is not surprising because even
though there are slightly different components that interact in the context of mobile
applications, programming vulnerabilities thay may lead to code injection can still show
up. Specifically, as Jin et al. (2014) point out, vulnerable HTML5-based mobile applications
can be vulnerable to XSS variations. Such attacks could involve different channels to send
malicous scripts to the user’s browser including 2D barcodes and Wi-Fi access points.

CONCLUSIONS
Code injection attacks can be divided into two classes: those that target binary executable
code and those that target the source code of domain specific and dynamic languages.
Approaches that defend against source code injection attacks can be grouped into two
major categories: static analysis mechanisms that detect code injection vulnerabilities, and
dynamic detection approaches that prevent code injection attacks the moment they take
place. Tools coming from the static analysis category are mainly used during application
development, while dynamic detection mechanisms are employed during production.
We examined the defenses based on their flexibility, implementation independence,
computational overhead, and effectiveness tests.
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We observed that researchers do not extensively test their mechanisms in terms of
effectiveness. A reasonable explanation for this would be that some defenses do not need
to be fully validated through testing, because researchers provide formal arguments as
to why they are secure. However, this is true only if implementations closely follow the
specification, which may not be the case in practical terms. Notably, there are cases where
the effectiveness of some mechanisms has been questioned (Sovarel, Evans & Paul, 2005;
Zitser, Lippmann & Leek, 2004; Wilander & Kamkar, 2002).
Moreover, we saw that computational overheads are mostly computed and reported
under different assumptions and settings, hence they cannot be used to compare
mechanisms directly. Overheads also depend on context: in interactive applications
latency is important, whereas in a batch setting the important measure is throughput or
the corresponding slowdown. By taking account the above it would be fair to compare the
SICILIAN to nSign in terms of computational overhead, because they both wrap up the
JavaScript engine of a browser to defend against XSS attacks. Nevertheless, it would be
spurious to compare both of them to a mechanism that acts as a proxy on the server side
to defend against the same threat (e.g., BrowserShield).
We also found that most approaches are flexible, meaning that they can be used to
counter different forms of code injection. For example, ISR and whitelisting have been
applied to counter all kinds of code injection attacks. This is not the case though with
lexical analysis, which is used only to detect binary code injection vulnerabilities.
Approaches can be interdependent and they can borrow heavily from others. Consider
for instance runtime tainting and data-flow analysis. Both examine the flow of data but
in different ways: the former does so dynamically and the latter statically. For this reason
though, methods can also share the same disadvantages. For example, the state explosion
issue appears in both model checking and symbolic execution.
Currently, most defenses target a small number of attacks, but this will probably change
in the future. Specifically, a large amount of work has been done to prevent either SQL
and JavaScript-driven injection attacks. This makes sense, because these attacks are very
common and can have a large impact. Less effort has been put to develop approaches
that can defend against XPath or XML injection attacks. As a result, there are few
corresponding defenses. Similarly, there is only one documented mechanism designed
to detect PHP injection attacks, PHP Aspis, and only one that prevents NoSQL injection
attacks, Diglossia.
Attacks and defenses are likely to evolve in the coming years. The driver will be new
threats, such as the PHP Object Injection (POI) (Dahse, Krein & Holz, 2014) attack, and
Cross-Channel Scripting (XCS), both discussed in ‘Emerging Challenges’ Apart from
the above, attackers seem to continuously find new ways to introduce malicious code
to applications by using a variety of languages and techniques as we observed earlier
(see ‘Code Injection Attacks’ and ‘Emerging Challenges’. Besides, there are several recent
attempts to perform code injection on mobile applications (Bao et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2014)
which will potentially lead to the development of context-aware defenses. We hope that
our categorization, our analysis, and the findings of our research, will aid researchers and
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practitioners to further study the code injection problem and develop more robust and
effective defenses.
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APPENDIX. JAVASCRIPT INJECTION ATTACKS
A JavaScript injection vulnerability is manifested when a web application accepts and
redisplays data of uncertain origin without appropriate validation and filtering. Such
content can compromise the security of these applications and the privacy of their
corresponding users. Many web sites allow registered users to post data which are stored
on the server-side (i.e., a third-party comment on a blog page). If attackers hide a script in
such data, they could manipulate the browser of another user. For example consider the
following code snippet:
< s c r i p t type=" t e x t / j a v a s c r i p t ">
document . l o c a t i o n = ’ h t t p : / / h o s t . e x a m p l e / c g i −
b i n / c o o k i e s t e a l i n g . c g i ? ’ + document . c o o k i e
</ s c r i p t>
If a malicious user could post data containing the above script, web users visiting the page
that contains this data could have their cookies stolen. Through this script the attacker calls
an external Common Gateway Interface (CGI) script and passes all the cookies associated
with the current document to it as an argument via the document.cookie property.
A common but rough way to stop malicious behaviors like this is server-side code
filtering (i.e., the server strips out the word ‘‘javascript’’ from any external source) (Jim,
Swamy & Hicks, 2007). Still, there are many ways to bypass such defense mechanisms.
For example, one could escape special characters to bypass simple filtering operations, or
take advantage of issues in the implementation of Cascading Style Sheets (Css) rendering
engines of browsers like Microsoft Internet Explorer (versions prior to 7).
Consider the case where an attacker manages to hide the following listing in the Css of
a web page:
< d i v i d =code s t y l e = " b a c k g r o u n d : u r l ( ’ j a v a
s c r i p t : e v a l ( document . a l l . c o d e . f o o ) ’ ) "
f o o = " a l e r t ( ’ x s s ’ ) " >< / d i v >
The attacker utilizes the eval function and a newline character (‘‘java–newline–script’’)
to bypass the security checks and manoeuvre browser to execute the code contained in
the foo variable. This is done by using the document.all array that contains all of the
elements within a document.
Attacks like the above take advantage of the fact that eval executes the code passed to
it in the same environment as the function’s caller. Malicious users can also use eval to
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assemble innocuous-looking parts into harmful strings that the protecting mechanisms
of a web page would normally consider dangerous and remove (Richards et al., 2011).
Furthermore, a JavaScript injection attack does not necessarily have to involve HTML
elements. A malicious user can embed a script within a PostScript file, upload it as a valid
document and then use it to trigger the attack (Barth, Caballero & Song, 2009).
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